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ABSTRACT
AI research finds itself in the third boom of its history, and in re-
cent years, AI-related themes have gained considerable popularity
in new disciplines, such as law. This paper explores what legal re-
search on AI constitutes of and how it has evolved, while addressing
the issues of information retrieval and research duplication. Using
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling on a dataset of
3931 journal articles, we explore three questions: (a) Which topics
within legal research on AI can be distinguished? (b) When were
these topics addressed? and (c) Can similar papers be detected? The
topic modeling results in a total of 32 meaningful topics. Addition-
ally, it is found that legal research on AI drastically increased as of
2016, with topics becoming more granular and diverse over time.
Finally, a comparison of the similarity assessments produced by the
algorithm and a human expert suggest that the assessments often
coincide. The results provide insights into how a legal research on
AI has evolved over time, and support for the development of ma-
chine learning and information retrieval tools like LDA that assist
in structuring large document collections and identifying relevant
articles.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) research finds itself in the third boom of
its history, fuelled by increased funding, scientific breakthroughs
such as deep learning, and widespread public speculation relating
to the scope and impact of these breakthroughs. While decades
ago the interest in AI research was generally limited to specific
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disciplines (e.g. computer science, philosophy), during the past
years AI-related themes have gained considerable popularity in
new disciplines, such as law.

With over 2500 publications already by the year 2015 referring
to ‘artificial intelligence’ [19] (see also Figure 3 in the Appendix),
it may no longer be realistic to assume that researchers can keep
up with legal research on AI, or the number of publications in
general. Moreover, the recent spike suggests more andmore authors
have started writing about AI in law topics, including authors who
have previously not published on such topics. This, in combination
with the inability to keep up with legal research on AI due to its
exponential growth, creates the risk that authors replicate previous
work without being aware of similar previous publications.

This paper aims to explore what legal research on AI constitutes
of and how it has evolved while addressing the issue of informa-
tion retrieval and the risk of research duplication. We develop a
methodology that distinguishes topics in a collection of documents
(in this case journal publications), allows exploring the evolution
of the topics over time, and detects similarity between documents,
with the purpose of providing solutions for reading and analyz-
ing a number of publications in bulk in ways that humans cannot.
Consequently, we aim to answer the following research questions
(RQ):

RQ1: Which topics within the field of legal research on AI can
be distinguished (‘What’)? A methodology would provide insight
in how legal research on AI is structured, and it would allow classi-
fying publications in sub-topics, which would enhance information
retrieval.

RQ2: What (i.e. about which topics) has been written when
(‘What - When’)? This question contributes to the understanding of
which topics have emerged, remained, or lost the interest of legal
scholars. The analysis of the What - When question will provide
information about the evolution of legal research on AI.

RQ3: Can similar papers be detected? Considering the sharp
increase of publications, it may be becoming increasingly difficult
to find publications on similar research questions, which may even
result in reproduction of scholarship because prior publications
are overlooked. This question explores a methodology that allows
detecting thematically similar documents in a given corpus.

2 BACKGROUND
One of the innovations in this paper is to use unsupervised ma-
chine learning to categorize legal research on AI and to map how
legal scholarship on this topic has developed. The idea of smart
literature reviews has received prior attention, on the grounds of
how manual searches for existing literature - especially in matured
domains where scholarship is abundant - is not efficient and might
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have a negative impact on the quality of new research [2]. Similar
approaches have been taken to map computer science literature
[23], as well as communications research [29].

To the best of our knowledge, legal scholarship as such has
not yet been analyzed using LDA. Within the narrow confines of
the field of research labeled as AI and Law, a lot of legal research
on information retrieval has been published in the past decades.
Notwithstanding that the volume of scholarship on information
retrieval pertaining to the discipline of computer science alone is
vast to say the least [13], particularly when applied to the legal
field, such research focused on the availability of legal information
[5, 20, 21, 28, 32, 34, 46, 55], search systems and search strategies [16,
22, 30, 43, 47, 57], information processing [6, 17, 18, 25, 33, 36, 37, 50],
and the role of legal publishers [1, 3, 26]. These publications address
a variety of issues and questions, including the sustainability of
publicly available legal repositories (e.g. AustLII), the importance of
natural language processing when searching for legal information,
the performance of online searches compared to searching through
paper, how citation analysis may be used to improve search results,
the role of legal publishers in this and, more generally, the impact
of automation on how the law is analyzed and applied.

Still, the question of how to capture and visualize the devel-
opment of an entire legal sub-field like legal research on AI has
barely been explored. One of the avenues of exploration has been
shaped by Bench-Capon et al., who have previously focused on
the proceedings of the International Conference on AI and Law,
first held in 1987, to make a 25-year retrospective of the research
generated therein by describing the scholarship progress through
illustrative papers selected from various editions [4]. Other studies
focused on traditional (systematic) literature reviews on the impact
of AI on specific legal domains, such as administrative law [40] or
intellectual property [24].

However, given the limitations of legal databases or the way
they are used by researchers, making comprehensive overviews of
existing literature remains a considerable hurdle. This is all themore
so in the past four years, when the production of legal scholarship
on artificial intelligence seems to have grown considerably (see
Figure 3 in the Appendix). This paper aims to fill this research
gap by proposing and testing an unsupervised machine learning
approach to the clustering of literature in this field, namely topic
modeling.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Corpus
The corpus includes a total of 3931 journal articles obtained from the
HeinOnline database. Absent a centralised, comprehensive, open
access repository for international legal scholarship, we focused
on one of the commercially available databases. HeinOnline is one
of the leading international databases on legal materials, which
contains over 170 million pages of literature and indexing over
2700 law journals. In the section ‘Law Journal Library’, section
type ‘Articles’, the corpus covers literature available in the database
between 1960 and 2018. Unlike arXiv, HeinOnline does not have
a section on ‘artificial intelligence’. The total number of retrieved
articles reflects the results of a boolean search using the keywords
‘artificial intelligence’, namely all articles which include both terms.

Resulting articles therefore discuss a wide array of aspects relat-
ing to artificial intelligence, and do not, as such, focus on specific
technical or legal issues. For the purpose of this study, we assume
that even one reference to the keywords is sufficient to include an
article in the corpus.

The articles in the corpus follow a power law distribution, where
a relatively large number of publications is written by a low number
of authors, and few publications by many authors (see Figure 4 in
the Appendix). The same distribution applies to the number of
publications per author(s) with roughly 28 authors having more
than 5 publications (see Figure 5 in the Appendix).

3.2 Topic Modeling
3.2.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
[8] was used to identify topics in the corpus. LDA hasmany different
use cases so far. Examples concern organizing large document
collections in order to improve search and retrieval of information,
summarization of large textual data, and even image clustering. In
the legal domain, LDA has been used to study the agenda of the US
Supreme Court [27], the High Court of Australia [11] and the Court
of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) [15]. Winkels [58] used
LDA to build a recommender system for Dutch case law. Panagis
and Sadl [39] combined network analysis and LDA to study the
case-law generative process of the CJEU.

LDA is a generative, probabilistic model for a collection of docu-
ments, which are represented as mixtures of latent topics, where
each topic is characterized by a distribution over all words of the
collection of documents. The basic representation unit of the doc-
uments is the word, i.e. all distinct terms are extracted from the
document collection along with their frequencies (per document),
which is the so called ‘Bag-of-Words’ model [41].

On a conceptual level, the algorithm tries to discover topics that
can represent the collection of documents. Each document is gen-
erated from a mixture of these topics and each topic is generated
from a probability vector (distribution) over all words. Assuming
such a generative model for any collection of documents, LDA’s
goal is to try and ‘backtrack’ this process, i.e. find a set of topics
that are likely to have generated the whole document collection.

3.2.2 LDA Variants. In this paper, we used the model of Blei et al.
[8], however we did explore other variations as well. Stevens et al.
present a qualitative comparison of different topicmodel algorithms,
[48] also using different evaluation metrics [31, 35] and conclude
that, given the same data and the same number of topics, LDA is
able to learn more coherent topics than the competing approaches.

Nevertheless, there are extensions of the LDA model towards
topic tracking over time [53, 56]. However, according to Wang et al.
[52], these methods deal with constant topics and the timestamps
are used for better discovery. Opposed to that, in a Blei et al. paper
[7] a model for detection of evolving topics in a discrete time space
is presented (Dynamic Topic Modeling - DTM). Here, LDA is used
on topics aggregated in time epochs and a state space model handles
transitions of the topics from one epoch to another.

Bruggermann et al. applied DTM on the RCV1 Reuters corpus
(810.000 documents) with weekly time epochs [10]. Results showed
that the variances within the topics among the time epochs are
marginal. DTM still treats the corpus as a whole and the number of
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topics is fixed over all time epochs. Chaney et al. introduce another
extension to LDA that detects events in a large text collection [12].
Their model adds separate probability distributions for defined
entities and time intervals to the generative process. The model
consists accordingly of general topics, entity-related topics and
topics specific to time intervals. Events are detected as anomalies,
which are identified as temporary deviations from usual behavior.
Usual behavior refers to the topics discussed by the entities. An
anomaly can be detected, whenever these entities change their
topics of discussion significantly and at the same time in a similar
way.

3.2.3 Output of LDA. LDA can be applied on a corpus and the
output model provides the following distributions:

• t𝑖 = {𝑡𝑖 𝑗 }: topic-word vector-distribution, where 𝑖 denotes
the topic (in total there are 𝑁 topics) and 𝑗 denotes the word
(in total there are 𝑃 words in the collection). The component
𝑡𝑖 𝑗 shows the relative weight of word 𝑗 in topic 𝑖 .

• d𝑘 = {𝑑𝑘𝑖 }: document-topic vector-distribution, where 𝑖

denotes the topic (out of the total 𝑁 topics) and 𝑘 denotes a
document. The component 𝑑𝑘𝑖 shows the relative weight of
topic 𝑖 in document 𝑘 .

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Topics in Legal Research on AI (What?)
Pre-processing of the corpus involved filtering for articles written
only in the English language and afterwards removing common
English stop-words (the, of, etc.) as well as removing some very
common corpus-specific words (subject, supra, part, etc.). More-
over, we considered the presence of either unigrams (one words)
or bigrams (two words) so as to be able to capture some concepts
like ‘dispute resolution’.

Subsequently, LDA was used to identify topics in the corpus.
For identifying the number of topics (𝑁 ), we used perplexity [51]
and coherence [31] measures on a held-out set. We started from
𝑁 = 5 and increased it (step 5) till 𝑁 = 100. A plateau in both
perplexity (178.4) and coherence (0.51) could be observed around
35 or 40 topics, which suggests a computationally optimal number
of topics. Based on this, topic models with 30, 35, 40, and 45 topics
were explored. Two legal researchers inspected the results of the
various topic models in order to determine which number of topics
were substantively the most meaningful. For this, the 20 terms with
the highest weights for each topic were provided to the researchers
(e.g. ‘weapon’, ‘system’, ‘military’, ‘international’, ‘war’ etc.). Based
on this evaluation, a topic model was selected that consisted of 35
topics.

The topic validation consisted of two steps. First, three researchers
inspected the 20 terms for each topic in order to label the topic
(e.g. ‘military technology’). Second, paper titles were inspected to
determine whether the paper titles supported the assigned label
- if not, the label would, if possible, be adjusted. In this respect,
the researchers were presented with a list of paper titles for each
topic. The validation process indicated that the vast majority of the
LDA-produced topics were substantively meaningful.

Table 1 reveals the topics distinguished by the LDA model. It
includes the topic IDs (not meaningful), the ten terms that have the

highest weights in relation to the topic, and the labels the human
coders assigned to the topics.

Three miscellaneous topics were identified: id21, id25, and id33.
Both the inspection of the 20 words and the titles did not result in a
substantively meaningful label or description for these topics. It was
decided to not remove the words in these topics and to not re-run
the topic modeling algorithm, as it was expected that the removal
of words could introduce selection bias in the corpus. Moreover,
the identification of the three miscellaneous topics does not affect
the relevance or interpretation of the other topics.

The results show a wide range of topics, varying from tax to
military technology to copyright. Within each topic, diversity could
still be observed. For example, for the topic of algorithmic decision-
making and quantitative methods, paper titles such as ‘An FDA for
Algorithms’ [49], ‘A Simple Guide to Machine Learning’ [54], and
‘Lawyer as a Soothsayer: Exploring the Important Role of Outcome
Prediction in the Practice of Law’ [38] can be observed.

An important issue concerned the initial selection of journal arti-
cles. The articles were selected based on the search string ‘artificial
intelligence’. The number of occurrences of this string presumably
is, however, not an entirely accurate proxy for measuring whether
the paper actually is about artificial intelligence. It might be that
papers on public policy or competition & markets mention the term
‘artificial intelligence’, but do not primarily focus on artificial in-
telligence or even on technology or digital matters. An additional
selection was therefore required. Consequently, three of the re-
searchers (authors) independently went through the topic list and
the related words as displayed in Table 1 in order to determine
whether the labels and words are likely to be related to artificial
intelligence, digital, and/or technology. A perfect agreement could
be observed for the vast majority of topics. In the few instances
of disagreement between the coders, the disagreements were re-
solved through a brief discussion. Ultimately, a total number of 18
topics was selected (Table 1, in bold). The 18 topics were used in
subsequent analyses.

4.2 How Did Legal Research on AI Evolve
(What - When)?

To answer this question we needed to determine which of the 18
topics that were selected in the previous section, have gained or lost
attention over time. The first step is to extract the dominant topics
of each paper by using the document-topic vectors 𝑑 (as described
in section 3.2.3). More specifically, we denoted for each document 𝑘
the first three dominant topics 𝑖1−3, based on their relative weights
(contributions) in descending order in the document-topic vector d𝑘 .
To assess the relevance of each document’s topics, two researchers
manually reviewed the first five topics – sorted by means of contri-
bution – from a sample of documents. They agreed that for most
documents, the relevance dropped significantly after the third topic,
since the latter topics provide no substantive contribution to the
paper. Based on the results of the inspection, the first three topics
were denoted as dominant. We define the frequency of a topic as
the number of times that a topic is dominant in all articles.

Linking the topic frequencies to the year of publication, the count
of papers addressing each topic every year was computed. Figure 1
depicts how the 18 selected topics evolved over time (1960 - 2018).
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Table 1: All 35 topics identified by LDA

id words labels
0 speech, public, amendment, court, medium, political, free, government, con-

tent, freedom
freedom of expression

1 internet, network, computer, communication, cyberspace, technol-
ogy, user, access, virtual, service

Internet governance

2 weapon, system,military, international, war, human, state, attack, tar-
get, autonomous_weapon

military technology

3 datum, information, privacy, personal, protection, data, individual,
consumer, big, user

privacy

4 work, company, employee, corporate, worker, labor, business, employer, cor-
poration, economic

labour/corporate

5 lawyer, legal, client, firm, service, practice, attorney, profession, professional,
work

legal practice

6 student, school, legal, education, learn, university, skill, practice, teach, re-
search

legal education

7 state, act, agency, public, government, federal, policy, congress, rule, national public policy
8 environmental, space, energy, nanotechnology, water, land, risk, plan,

air, include
environment/space

9 patent, claim, invention, method, application, process, art, inventor,
court, technology

patents

10 copyright, work, protection, author, program, copy, court, intellec-
tual_property, fair, computer

copyright

11 cognitive, behavior, process, theory,make, people, action, social,men-
tal, mind

psychology & neuroscience

12 human, robot, machine, technology, artificial_intelligence, robotic,
agent, science, future, research

from humans to machines

13 market, cost, consumer, service, economic, product, competition, price, trade-
mark, firm

competition & markets

14 datum, algorithm, model, decision, analysis, result, method, predic-
tion, study, risk

algorithmic decision-making & quan-
titative methods

15 surveillance, privacy, government, search, police, enforcement,
fourth_amendment, court, information, intelligence

surveillance

16 contract, party, electronic, agreement, agent, online, term, dispute,
transaction, dispute_resolution

contract & dispute resolution

17 legal, theory, social, science, society, system, political, power, economic, form legal theory/philosophy
18 evidence, probability, argument, theory, inference, case, reason, fact, expert,

scientific
evidence

19 international, state, country, european, national, article, trade, member, china,
global

international law & relations

20 medical, health, patient, physician, care, medicine, health_care, hospital, fda,
device

health

21 https, http, technology, www, online, user, pdf, digital, last_visit, platform miscellaneous
22 person, human, child, life, moral, legal, animal, state, property, interest personhood
23 tax, income, trust, taxpayer, property, asset, return, business, pay, interest tax
24 legal, rule, case, system, reason, knowledge, base, model, argument,

fact
knowledge-based systems

25 time, world, people, game, make, year, life, work, american, story miscellaneous
26 financial, market, bank, security, investor, regulation, risk, transac-

tion, investment, trading
financial regulation & technology

27 criminal, crime, police, sentence, justice, offender, sentencing, victim, commit,
drug

crime

28 technology, system, process, change, development, public, informa-
tion, research, social, design

regulation of innovation

29 information, search, document, library, legal, research, database, case,
access, electronic

information retrieval

30 liability, vehicle, product, car, tort, autonomous, risk, safety, driver,
manufacturer

autonomous vehicles

31 court, case, judge, judicial, rule, justice, decision, opinion, trial, litigation courts
32 software, code, license, open_source, source, program, standard, free,

developer, computer
software licensing

33 make, rule, problem, case, fact, question, reason, give, decision, view miscellaneous
34 computer, system, program, information, software, user, technology,

datum, expert, process
trends in legal technology
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Figure 1: Topic river1

Figure 2 shows how the topics have evolved in relation to other
topics across six major periods in AI history (taken from [19]).

As a measure of relative topic popularity during a certain period,
the ratio of papers concerned with each topic to the total number of
papers written in a certain period is computed. Caution needs to be
exercised when interpreting the relative topic popularity. Consider-
ing the relatively low number of publications before approximately
1986 (see Figure 1), just before the second AI winter, not much
weight should be given to the topic popularity in those years, as
small changes in the number of publications can have substantial
impact on the popularity of one topic relative to other topics.

For example, as visualized in Figure 2, scholarly output produced
during the first AI boom concerned, among others, knowledge-
based systems (13.16 %) and algorithmic decision-making and quan-
titative methods (7.90 %), however, trends in legal technology and
information retrieval were prominent topics in this period, form-
ing the subject-matter of 45% and 21% of the papers, respectively.
As time advances, topics like financial regulation & technology,
autonomous vehicles, surveillance, software licensing and Internet
governance appear.

Another illustration is reflected by the developments visible
around the deep learning era. The topics that gained popularity
(compared to the previous period, namely the third AI boom) with
rise of deep learning are regulation of innovation, privacy, algorith-
mic decision-making and quantitative methods, financial regulation &
technology,military technology and autonomous vehicles. The largest
decreases in popularity in this period are those of knowledge-based
systems and trends in legal technology. The popularity of the other
topics underwent popularity changes below the average for this
period. The interest in most topics grew during the deep learning
era.

In addition, we observed several interesting trends regarding the
evolution of pairs of topics (e.g. algorithmic decision-making and
quantitative methods with knowledge-based systems and information
retrieval with trends in legal technology), as well as individual topics,
e.g. privacy, which emerged as a topic during the first AI winter,

1The label ‘ADM and quantitative methods’ refers to the topic algorithmic decision-
making and quantitative methods (id14).

Figure 2: Relative topic evolution across AI periods2

but interest in which saw several relatively insignificant changes
before the deep learning era, when its popularity underwent a
high increase.

4.3 Document Similarity
As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, each document 𝑘 is represented by a
vector d𝑘 , where each component of the vector shows the weight
of each topic in that specific document. For any pair of documents
we can use cosine similarity [42] as a measure of how close two
documents are, which in our case is translated to similarity in the
‘topic space’, i.e. two very similar documents (cosine similarity of
value 1) are expected to have similar topic distributions.

The detection of publications that have similar topics enhances
information retrieval and reduces the risk of reproduction of schol-
arship because prior publications are overlooked. Having computed
the similarity between all document pairs in our corpus, we ob-
tained some 7,436,296 similarity scores after adjusting the algorithm
to avoid computing the similarity between the same document pair
twice.

To explore the substantive meaning of the ensuing similarity
scores, the results produced by the cosine similarity algorithm were
compared to substantive similarity as defined by a legal expert -
one of the authors. The goal of the inspection was to explore (1) the
extent to which papers were similar and (2) whether differences
in similarity scores produced by the cosine similarity measure are
substantively meaningful differences. For this, five papers for differ-
ent topics were selected - the seed papers. Each of these five seed
papers were compared with five papers with different similarity
scores - the comparison papers: one similarity score in the .55-.65
range, one in the .65-.75 range, one in the .75-.85 range, one in the
.85-.95 range, and one in the .95-1.00 range. As a result, a total of
five seed papers and 25 comparison papers were inspected.

Without knowledge as to which similarity range the comparison
paper would fall under, the legal expert ranked the similarity for
each pair of papers (seed paper - comparison paper) for each topic
separately. A Spearman’s rank correlation test showed a high cor-
relation (r = .62, p < .001) between the ranks based on the machine-
generated similarity scores and the ranks provided by the expert.
The comparison took place on four levels: the paper title (i.e. to
what extent do the paper titles suggest similarity?), the research
question level (i.e. are the research questions similar?), the focus
or sub-topic level (i.e. which sub-topics does the paper focus on,
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which angle or perspective does it take?), and the citation level (i.e.
is there a reference from one paper to the other?).

The inspection of the paper suggests that papers with similarity
scores of .85 or lower may share substantive similarity, but in a
limited way at best (e.g. pairs of publications where one article [14]
focuses onwhether (source) code is or should be copyright protected
and the other paper [9] on whether results produced by machines
are or should be subject to copyright protection). In contrast, articles
with high similarity scores, particularly those with a score of .90 or
higher, are also substantively similar, at least in case of the inspected
papers. For instance, two selected papers on humanitarian law with
the highest similarity score ([44] and [45]) discuss legal principles
such as proportionality and necessity, and they discuss the role of
subjectivity and the capability of autonomous weapons systems
(similarity in the >.95 range)

When inspecting citations between papers with very high simi-
larity scores, references from one paper to another were sometimes
found, and sometimes not. In some instances when no citation was
found this could be due to the fact that papers were published in
subsequent years and authors did not have the opportunity to cite
the published version of the similar paper. Nevertheless, there are
instances where a reference was expected in the papers, but not
found.

5 DISCUSSION
The landscape of legal research on AI has undergone considerable
changes with respect to the volume of scholarship tackling topics
dealing with AI. In this context, we were interested in what exact
topics authors focused on, and how these topics shifted over time.
For this, we applied LDA topic modeling to identify topics and
analyze how journal articles were distributed across topics as well
as across time (1960-2018).

The main finding for the first research question, namely what
topics can be distinguished in the corpus of legal papers on AI,
is that 35 topics can be identified, 32 of them being meaningful
(and three miscellaneous topics). Overall, the model performed
considerably well in identifying latent topics in our corpus (see
Table 1 above).

The second research question dealt with the evolution of topics
throughout the different periods which can be identified in the
history of AI. The topic river displayed in Figure 1 above shows
fundamental changes in legal research on AI from two perspectives:
on the one hand, the total number of papers referring to artificial
intelligence sees a sharp increase since 2016, and on the other hand,
the diversity of topics also increases throughout time. This can be
mostly contextualized by the occurrence of new technologies (e.g.
the Internet, leading to a new topic on Internet governance), but also
by the granular development of existing technologies.

As for the third research question, namely how similar papers can
be detected, we further calculated similarity scores between pairs
of articles and compared the scores for a selection of pairs to the
scores produced by humans. Consequently, it was explored whether
the similarity scores produced by the machine coincide with the
expert assessment. A correlation test revealed a high correlation
between the orders produced by the machines and by the human.
The highest agreement levels were found for the papers with the

highest similarity scores. The similarity predicted by the machine
did, however, also sometimes deviate from the expert assessment,
although there will undoubtedly also be disagreement between
human experts when assessing the similarity of documents.

The results do not only provide insight into how a legal research
within a broader theme has evolved over time, they also provide
support for the development of LDA tools that assist in structuring
large document collections and in finding relevant papers. To aid
researchers in either exploring or keeping up with such vast and
complex research themes explored in parts of legal scholarship
which do not necessarily overlap or interact, it is necessary to
consider how a method such as that presented in this paper (topic
modeling) can be used to further visualize this body of legal research.
To this extent, we are currently working on a dashboard which
we aim to make available to scholars (from any discipline) with
an interest in exploring the evolution of legal literature on AI, or
particular topics within it. Such a dashboard would make it easier,
on the one hand, for legal researchers to get the bigger picture of
all the fields of law / journals / scholars tackling topics of interest
relating to AI, and on the other hand for researchers from other
disciplines (e.g. computer science) to have a bird’s eye view on
the vast legal literature which might have a direct impact on their
research. Such publicly available resources could even be a new
way to stimulate more awareness of legal and ethical implications
of technology on society, and be of interest to civil society as well.

Of course, this paper does not go without limitations. First, the
corpus is not necessarily representative of all legal articles or legal
publications in general. Although HeinOnline papers do presum-
ably constitute a significant part of journal articles in law, there
are other publishers and repositories that contain a number of
publications that may composed substantively different than the
publications in HeinOnline. Second, another limitation regarding
the corpus concerns the initial selection. We selected journal ar-
ticles that included the keywords ‘artificial intelligence’. Had we
selected different keywords, the corpus might have looked differ-
ently. Additionally, different topics can be expected when running
additional topic models for a subset of the corpus. Furthermore, the
analyses that explored the increase or decrease of publications over
time used the three most dominant topics to determine whether
topics have become less or more relevant. The results might be
different if also less relevant topics are taken into consideration,
although such analyses would be empirically difficult to conduct, as
it would require a measure to determine when certain topic weights
are deemed insufficiently relevant.

We are currently exploring the possibility of applying and com-
paring different topic modeling algorithms and incorporate the
latest NLP representation models (namely word embeddings ei-
ther using word2vec or BERT). Moreover, we want to apply our
methodology to a different legal collection and identify whether
our findings can be confirmed in a different corpus. Finally, after
fully validating our approach, we are planning to release it as an
open source website where people can explore and visualize our
findings in an intuitive way.
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